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Part One

SESSION 1 FACE RECOGNITION

10420 02 Age estimation of facial image based on convolution neural network [10420-143]
10420 03 Real-time driver fatigue detection based on face alignment [10420-222]
10420 04 Adaptive non-local smoothing-based Weberface for illumination-insensitive face recognition [10420-27]
10420 05 Research of facial feature extraction based on MMC [10420-269]

SESSION 2 PATTERN RECOGNITION

10420 06 Identification of the condition of crops based on geospatial data embedded in graph databases [10420-126]
10420 07 The application supports the process of identifying the diseases that occur on the leaves of sugar beets [10420-128]
10420 08 Emotion recognition based on multiple order features using fractional Fourier transform [10420-9]
10420 09 Cross-view gait recognition using joint Bayesian [10420-11]
10420 0A Color flag recognition based on HOG and color features in complex scene [10420-220]
10420 0B A technique to identify some typical radio frequency interference using support vector machine [10420-219]
10420 0C Identification of geometric faces in hand-sketched 3D objects containing curved lines [10420-57]
10420 0D Deep features for efficient multi-biometric recognition with face and ear images [10420-107]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Page(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>The location and recognition of anti-counterfeiting code image with complex background</td>
<td>[10420-265]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Continuous Chinese sign language recognition with CNN-LSTM</td>
<td>[10420-92]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CNNs flag recognition preprocessing scheme based on gray scale stretching and local binary pattern</td>
<td>[10420-115]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Indoor navigation by image recognition</td>
<td>[10420-38]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Action recognition using multi-scale histograms of oriented gradients based depth motion trail images</td>
<td>[10420-26]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fine-grained object recognition via pose alignment and part based representation</td>
<td>[10420-119]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SESSION 3  TARGET DETECTION AND TRACKING**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Page(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Multi-object tracking based on two-layer occlusion handling</td>
<td>[10420-43]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Multi-object tracking based on formation stability</td>
<td>[10420-206]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Research on target tracking algorithm based on spatio-temporal context</td>
<td>[10420-191]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Real-time target tracking and locating system for UAV</td>
<td>[10420-73]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Optimization of wavelet threshold denoising based on edge detection</td>
<td>[10420-234]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ceramic disc surface defect detection based on multi-features</td>
<td>[10420-235]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rapid pedestrian detection algorithm based on deformable part model</td>
<td>[10420-58]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Object detection via eye tracking and fringe restraint</td>
<td>[10420-239]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A surface defect detection method based on multi-feature fusion</td>
<td>[10420-245]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A cascade method for TFT-LCD defect detection</td>
<td>[10420-246]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A new method of real-time detection of changes in periodic data stream</td>
<td>[10420-108]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Real-time door detection for indoor autonomous vehicle</td>
<td>[10420-77]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Joint rotation invariant feature for vehicle detection in aerial images</td>
<td>[10420-54]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Infrared small target detection based on target-background separation via local MCA sparse representation</td>
<td>[10420-162]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vessels 6-DOF pose measurement based on key points tracking via binocular camera</td>
<td>[10420-250]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Forward collision warning based on kernelized correlation filters</td>
<td>[10420-229]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
An image edge detection based on the orientation response mechanisms of an integrate-and-fire neurons model [10420-263]

Micro motion jamming identification based on random pulse repetition interval compressed sensing radar [10420-161]

Accurate car plate detection via car face landmark localization [10420-184]

Vehicle target detection method based on the average optical flow [10420-255]

Moving target detection method based on improved Gaussian mixture model [10420-257]

A novel design for real-time structured light calibration and 3D reconstruction based on dual semicircular planar target and rotating laser [10420-51]

Visual saliency detection using local patches contrast [10420-241]

Dim point target enhancement and detection based on improved NL-means in complex background [10420-178]

Salient detection based on improved graph models [10420-153]

A study on the relationship between urban roads and car fuel consumption based on the ST-matching algorithm [10420-163]

Study on detection system of precision casting cracks based on image processing [10420-195]

Change detection in SAR images using structure similarity and parametric kernel graph cuts [10420-225]

SESSION 4 FEATURE EXTRACTION AND MATCHING

An improved ASIFT algorithm for indoor panorama image matching [10420-71]

A dual-adaptive support-based stereo matching algorithm [10420-218]

A blur-invariant local feature for motion blurred image matching [10420-118]

SKL algorithm based fabric image matching and retrieval [10420-270]

Unsupervised texture feature classification based on cuckoo search and relief algorithm [10420-32]

An improved measurement method for large aviation part based on spatial constraint calibration and compression extraction [10420-83]

A novel approach for image feature description based on dual gradient orientation histogram [10420-91]

Bag-of-visual-words based feature extraction for SAR target classification [10420-116]
SESSION 5  IMAGE TRANSFORMATION AND ANALYSIS

A visual perceptual descriptor with depth feature for image retrieval

Biometrics encryption combining palmprint with two-layer error correction codes

A new optimal seam method for seamless image stitching

Relative phase asynchrony and long-range correlation of long-term solar magnetic activity

An image-space parallel convolution filtering algorithm based on shadow map

Optimized fast spectral sampling for adaptive Fourier ptychographic microscopy

Automatic inspection apparatus based on high-speed image analysis: a new characterization technique for particle flow analysis

Fast algorithm based on iterative generalized inverse for image deblurring

Locating and decoding barcodes in fuzzy images captured by smart phones

Image annotation based on positive-negative instances learning

Image deblocking using joint Gaussian mixture model and anchored neighborhood regression priors

Restoration of single image based on kernel estimation with L1-regularization method

Image annotation by deep neural networks with attention shaping

Image retrieval based on multi-instance saliency model

Single image dedusting by non-overlap stitching

Rotation invariant deep binary hashing for fast image retrieval

A novel fusion method of 3D point cloud and 2D images for 3D environment reconstruction

A multi-focus color image fusion algorithm based on an adaptive SF-PCNN in NSCT domain

A weighted l0 shearlet-based method for image deblurring

New grayscale morphological operators on hypergraph
SESSION 6 IMAGE SEGMENTATION

10420 24 The infrared image simulation of the tank under different movement states

SESSION 7 IMAGE ENHANCEMENT AND DENOISING

10420 2H Micro-seismic image denoising based on bilateral filtering and cross-correlation

10420 2I Image de-noising based on mathematical morphology and multi-objective particle swarm optimization
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Page(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10420 2J</td>
<td>Multiplicative noise removal through fractional order tv-based model and fast numerical schemes for its approximation</td>
<td>169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10420 2K</td>
<td>Fuzzy entropy thresholding and multi-scale morphological approach for microscopic image enhancement</td>
<td>243</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10420 2L</td>
<td>Fast mutual-information-based contrast enhancement</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10420 2M</td>
<td>Nonlinear retinal image enhancement for vessel detection</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10420 2N</td>
<td>Haze image enhancement based on space fractional-order partial differential equation</td>
<td>139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10420 2O</td>
<td>Superpixel-based depth map enhancement and hole filling for view interpolation</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10420 2P</td>
<td>Effects of empty bins on image upscaling in capsule endoscopy</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10420 2Q</td>
<td>Enhancement of low light level images with regression methods</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SESSION 8 IMAGE CLASSIFICATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Page(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10420 2R</td>
<td>Deconvolution single shot multibox detector for supermarket commodity detection and classification</td>
<td>131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10420 2S</td>
<td>Neural classification of the selected family of butterflies</td>
<td>114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10420 2T</td>
<td>Yarn-dyed fabric defect classification based on convolutional neural network</td>
<td>202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10420 2U</td>
<td>Classifying images using restricted Boltzmann machines and convolutional neural networks</td>
<td>211</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10420 2V</td>
<td>CNN for breaking text-based CAPTCHA with noise</td>
<td>133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10420 2W</td>
<td>Text image authenticating algorithm based on MD5-Hash function and Henon map</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10420 2X</td>
<td>A transparency channel involved color separation algorithm for glass printing</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10420 2Y</td>
<td>A method of minimum volume simplex analysis constrained unmixing for hyperspectral image</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10420 2Z</td>
<td>New segmentation-based tone mapping algorithm for high dynamic range image</td>
<td>215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10420 30</td>
<td>Semi-supervised classification of multi-spectral images based on density-selected samples</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10420 31</td>
<td>Classification of dried vegetables using computer image analysis and artificial neural networks</td>
<td>123</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### SESSION 9  IMAGE RECONSTRUCTION AND IMAGING TECHNOLOGY

| 10420 32 | The application research of microwave nondestructive testing and imaging based on \( \omega-k \) algorithm [10420-266] |
| 10420 33 | Compressive imaging based on clustering sub-dictionary learning and gradient histogram preservation [10420-121] |
| 10420 34 | A brain MRI bias field correction method created in the Gaussian multi-scale space [10420-20] |
| 10420 36 | Radar correlated imaging for extended target by the combination of negative exponential restraint and total variation [10420-105] |
| 10420 37 | Multi-radar super-resolution imaging based compressed sensing [10420-172] |
| 10420 38 | 3D reconstruction from non-uniform point clouds via local hierarchical clustering [10420-4] |
| 10420 39 | Depth image super-resolution reconstruction based on filter fusion [10420-55] |
| 10420 3A | Image inpainting and super-resolution using non-local recursive deep convolutional network with skip connections [10420-251] |
| 10420 3B | Super-resolution reconstruction for sequential license plate images [10420-46] |

### SESSION 10  REMOTE SENSING IMAGE AND MAPPING TECHNOLOGY

| 10420 3C | A novel algorithm based on wavelet transform for ship target detection in optical remote sensing images [10420-88] |
| 10420 3D | Deep feature extraction and combination for remote sensing image classification based on pre-trained CNN models [10420-142] |
| 10420 3E | CNN based aircraft dynamic monitoring through remote sensing images [10420-134] |
| 10420 3F | A novel remote sensing image classification algorithm based on multi-feature optimization and TWSVM [10420-212] |
| 10420 3G | Ji’nan land surface temperature inversion and spatial distribution research based on remote sensing image [10420-240] |
| 10420 3H | The application of unmanned aerial vehicle remote sensing for monitoring secondary geological disasters after earthquakes [10420-174] |
| 10420 3I | Classification of high-resolution multispectral satellite remote sensing images using extended morphological attribute profiles and independent component analysis [10420-155] |
| 10420 3J | Classification of high-resolution remote sensing images based on multi-scale superposition [10420-224] |
SESSION 11 DIGITAL WATERMARKING TECHNOLOGY AND APPLICATION

10420 3K A text zero-watermarking method based on keyword dense interval [10420-2]

10420 3L A high capacity reversible watermarking scheme for relational databases based on mapping difference expansion [10420-3]

10420 3M DWT/DCT watermarking techniques with chaotic map for video authentication [10420-102]

10420 3N Optimization of reliable watermarking algorithm for copyright protection by DD-PCA [10420-85]

10420 3O Digital image watermarking for printed and scanned documents [10420-90]

10420 3P Color image watermarking against fog effects [10420-24]

SESSION 12 VIDEO PROCESSING TECHNOLOGY

10420 3Q Target detection and tracking in infrared video [10420-156]

10420 3R Heterogeneous CPU-GPU moving targets detection for UAV video [10420-6]

10420 3S A novel no-reference objective stereoscopic video quality assessment method based on visual saliency analysis [10420-158]

10420 3T An efficient video dehazing algorithm based on spectral clustering [10420-221]

SESSION 13 MEDICAL IMAGE CLASSIFICATION AND PROCESSING

10420 3U An efficient abnormal cervical cell detection system based on multi-instance extreme learning machine [10420-74]

10420 3V Automated detection of age-related macular degeneration in OCT images using multiple instance learning [10420-260]

10420 3W A multivariate shape quantification approach for sickle red blood cell in patient-specific microscopy image data [10420-34]

10420 3X Iris features-based heart disease diagnosis by computer vision [10420-201]

10420 3Y Automatic specular reflections removal for endoscopic images [10420-268]

10420 3Z A MR image sparse reconstruction method based on compressed sensing [10420-236]

10420 40 HEp-2 cell image classification method based on very deep convolutional networks with small datasets [10420-216]

10420 41 A thyroid nodule classification method based on TI-RADS [10420-63]
SESSION 14 IMAGE PROCESSING METHODS AND TECHNIQUES

10420 42 Classification of MR brain images by combination of multi-CNNs for AD diagnosis [10420-166]

10420 43 Dynamic re-weighted total variation technique and statistic iterative reconstruction method for x-ray CT metal artifact reduction [10420-39]

An approach to measure the catenary geometry on high-speed railways based on infrared image processing [10420-49]

Signature of position angles histograms for 3D object recognition [10420-17]

Sparse hyperspectral unmixing combined L_{1/2} norm and reweighted total variation regularization [10420-242]

Depth estimation from multi-scale SLIC superpixels using non-parametric learning [10420-47]

Comparative performance evaluation of transform coding in image pre-processing [10420-165]

Dedicated computer system AOTK for image processing and analysis of horse navicular bone [10420-122]

Dynamic simulation of stroke trajectories in Chinese calligraphy based on writing momentum [10420-228]

An approach of characterizing the degree of spatial color mixture [10420-264]

Accelerating physical rainbow model with CUDA [10420-157]

Integrated test system of infrared and laser data based on USB 3.0 [10420-78]

Flow-guided sketch and accentuated-tone adjusting for pencil drawing generation [10420-267]

Real time ray tracing based on shader [10420-198]

Image understanding using geometric context [10420-103]

Neural analysis of bovine ovaries ultrasound images in the identification process of the corpus luteum [10420-127]

Tolerant memoization on local image processing [10420-183]

Multi-instance learning based on instance consistency for image retrieval [10420-15]
### SESSION 15  SIGNAL ANALYSIS AND PROCESSING

| 10420 4K | Ambiguity resolving based on cosine property of phase differences for 3D source localization with uniform circular array [10420-181] |
| 10420 4L | Field programmable analog array based on current differencing transconductance amplifiers and its application to high-order filter [10420-238] |
| 10420 4M | Groundwater micro-dynamic extraction and its response to seismic activity based on EMD [10420-23] |
| 10420 4N | Study on interrupted-sampling repeater jamming performance based on intra-pulse frequency coded signal [10420-159] |
| 10420 4O | A study of ionospheric grid modification technique for BDS/GPS receiver [10420-177] |
| 10420 4P | Reweighted minimization algorithm for signal restoration [10420-112] |

### SESSION 16  INFORMATION THEORY AND APPLIED TECHNOLOGY

| 10420 4Q | The comparison of A* algorithm and steepest descent method for path planning [10420-173] |
| 10420 4R | An improved sine cosine algorithm based on levy flight [10420-232] |
| 10420 4S | Gait COP trajectory of left side hip dislocation and scoliotic patient using ankle-foot orthoses [10420-22] |
| 10420 4T | A trunk ranging system based on binocular stereo vision [10420-82] |
| 10420 4V | Weakly supervised semantic segmentation using foreground priors [10420-104] |
| 10420 4W | Analysis of post-earthquake reconstruction for Wenchuan earthquake based on nighttime light data from DMSP/OLS [10420-145] |
| 10420 4X | Visualizing ecological sensitivity assessment of Huangnan, in the Three-river Region, China, based on GIS [10420-217] |
| 10420 4Y | Robust estimation of errors-in-variables models using M-estimators [10420-254] |
| 10420 4Z | Ontology-based knowledge representation for resolution of semantic heterogeneity in GIS [10420-208] |
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Introduction

We had the great honor of organizing the Ninth International Conference on Digital Image Processing (ICDIP 2017). It was truly a great pleasure for us to greet more than 180 participants from many different countries. We firmly believe that ICDIP will become an important international event in the field of digital image processing.

The Ninth International Conference on Digital Image Processing (ICDIP 2017) was sponsored by the International Association of Computer Science and Information Technology, and co-sponsored by Sichuan Province Computer Federation, Southwest Jiaotong University.

The objective of this conference was to provide a platform for the participants to report and review innovative ideas and up-to-date progress and developments, and discuss novel approaches to application in the digital image processing field. It is sincerely hoped that the research and development in digital image processing will be improved, and the international cooperation sharing the common interest will be enhanced.

On behalf of the other co-chairs, and the Organization Committee, we would like to express our heartfelt thanks for our sponsors and cooperating organizers for all they have done for ICDIP 2017. Thanks also to all the authors for their contributions to the proceedings, to all of the participants and friends for their interest and efforts in helping us to make it possible, to the Program Technical Committee for their effective work and valuable advice, especially the Conference Secretary and to the editors at SPIE for their efforts and outstanding service in preparing and publishing the proceedings.

Xudong Jiang